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Abstract: Newspapers, broadcasting and other traditional news media have no effect in the past 
information dissemination. After decades of development, the form of traditional news media has 
matured, whether technology, equipment or talent reserves are very perfect. With the development 
of information network technology and intelligent terminal technology, various kinds of 
information media are springing up. All kinds of media platforms can publish news at anytime and 
anywhere. Since the media is a kind of new information platform with a variety of features, the 
video, text, audio, images and other forms of information are integrated into one, to spread the use 
of information network technology, to ensure the timeliness and richness of news to the maximum 
extent. Under such circumstances, traditional news communication is bound to be strongly impacted. 
How to quickly adapt to the era of we-media and realize the organic combination of traditional 
news communication and we-media is an important topic before traditional news communicators. 

1. The Connotation of News Communication between the We-media and the Traditional 
Media 
1.1 The connotation of traditional media 

Traditional media is a concept relative to the network media. It refers to the media that regularly 
publish news and information and provide educational and entertainment activities through a 
mechanical device. The traditional media include common newspapers, magazines, radio, TV and 
so on. Such media organizations mainly collect, select, process and transmit information [1]. 
Compared with the network information platform, the traditional media have more specialties, and 
these media organizations have large scale of production and wide audience, so they are also called 
mass media. Thus, the traditional media embodies two characteristics, one is the social organization 
as a professional driver in the unified organization goal, organization doctrine under the 
dissemination of news reporters and editors, and other professional journalists engaged in related 
information dissemination work in different departments perform their respective duties [2-3]. And 
its difference with the media is the largest, is directly related to all kinds of news practitioners and 
their subordinate units of occupation behavior, do not belong to their personal behavior. On the 
other hand, mass media production is controlled by traditional media, needs the support of advanced 
technology in the production process of news and information, including expensive production 
machines and equipment, and media organizations directly using these technologies and equipment 
for the dissemination of information, in order to meet the desire of consumer information, especially 
in some important media resources also by the state in some form of control. 

1.2 The connotation of we-media 
Since the media is a use of network technology, the Internet platform as the basis for the general 

public for real-time release, exchange and sharing a platform for information dissemination, and 
issued by the general public can be the social news, can also be their own experience, can also be 
found themselves interested in the news. Since the media links global knowledge through digital 
technology, its main forms include blogs, micro-blog, online video podcasting, social networking 
and so on, such as Youtube and Twitter commonly used abroad, and commonly used WeChat, Sohu 
blogs, Renren, knowledge and so on [4]. The user can real-time we-media platform to publish text, 
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pictures and video news information related information, compared with the traditional media, since 
the media convenient advantage is very outstanding, and may even form a strong network public 
opinion and the impact of traditional media, government decision-making [5]. The ubiquity of 
network technology provides reliable technical support for the development of media. Since the 
media has strong communication function and rich content form, it has stimulated the desire of 
netizens to express their desires and is becoming an important way to influence people's lives. Even 
some scholars believe that the media has broken through the scope of the media and has become a 
new system of discourse. 

2. The Influence of the We-Media on the Traditional News Transmission 
As a new mode of news dissemination, the influence of the media on the traditional media is 

very profound. In particular, it is mainly reflected in the following aspects: 

2.1 Influence on traditional news traditional objects 
In the era of Internet, the form of social media is more and more diverse, which strongly impacts 

the traditional media industry. Traditional news communication is facing great challenges, which 
has the most significant impact on the role of disseminators and communicators. For example, in 
the traditional media, news and events must be reviewed and checked strictly, and through 
traditional media such as broadcast and television spread to a wide audience, the audience may also 
by word of mouth information [6]. In the era of media, news communicators not only play the role 
of news and information transmitter, but also play multiple roles such as audience, information 
publisher and so on, that is, news communicators themselves may also be parties to a news event. 
Since the era of media, the integration of news information and audience has been possible, 
breaking the barriers between the communicator and the audience in traditional journalism and 
communication mode, expanding the scope of news communication and enhancing the social effect 
of news events. In short, media news communication has strengthened the authenticity and validity 
of news events from a certain perspective, thus further enhancing the individual's understanding of 
the connotation of news information [7]. 

2.2 The impact on the content of the news 
The traditional way of news communication is a relatively closed process. The information 

content that audiences receive is often filtered and released under specific restrictions. Since the 
media is in an open environment, both the news material and the news content are relatively open, 
and this openness will have a strong impact on the relatively closed traditional media. Since the 
content of media news is closely related to the public, its content is more close to the life of the 
audience [8]. It has a certain representativeness and can produce more resonance with the public. 
Therefore, the integration of news and we-media has increased the audience of news information. 
And the news content which is spread by the media is consistent with the guidance of public 
opinion, and also provides greater space for the dissemination of news. Influenced by the 
management mechanism, traditional media cannot guarantee the effectiveness of news information 
in many cases, and the media platform can provide many live news at the first time, which will also 
greatly affect the traditional news communication. 

2.3 The influence on the standard of judging the values of the news 
The traditional mode of news dissemination, freshness, importance, authenticity, interest, 

significant and real-time are the main factors to evaluate the value of news information, but from 
the media environment that people tend to focus on more fresh and interesting news and ignore 
other factors; and the traditional journalism and communication is relatively that way, even if the 
audience for a news content to have their own ideas, but also impossible to express personal views, 
and the value of news content with the editor view, the audience's opinions have been suppressed. 
From the media age, the audience can freely express their views and values on the network platform, 
greatly enriching the richness and diversity of news dissemination, and making news transmission 
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more close to the public's life [9]. 

3. The Integration of Traditional News Communication and We-Media in the Era of Media 
In view of the impact of we-media on traditional journalism and communication, traditional 

news communication should face up to its own problems and strengthen its integration with the 
media, in order to better adapt to the development of the times. 

3.1 Changing the traditional form of communication 
The traditional news propagation mode is a linear form of media, the flow of information is 

relatively one-sided, upstream of news communication in the news information, and then through 
the carrier of newspapers and magazines, radio and television media flow to the downstream of the 
audience, since the emergence of the media is the subversion of the traditional form of journalism. 
Spread in the form of a traditional linear type is gradually replaced by the form of interactive 
communication, and gradually occupy the dominant position.  Compared with the traditional linear, 
one-way media, since the media is a point to point communication, the communicator and the 
audience no clear boundaries, anyone can through the intelligent terminal and others for information 
sharing and interaction, and the propagation behavior is not affected by time and region limit, is a 
highly circular forms of communication [10]. Therefore, traditional media should constantly expand 
their own information distribution channels, strengthen contacts and interactions with audiences, 
and improve the diversification and transparency of news information, so as to improve the 
stickiness and activity of news information. The traditional media from the media to use the 
advantages, through the Internet to open up new business and new markets, the construction of the 
official website, open micro-blog, forum and other forms of communication channels, strengthen 
the interaction with the network audience; and use the power of the Internet to find news clues, the 
network interview; also for emergencies, timely update and report the use of the network, to ensure 
the effectiveness of the news, to do more articles in the breadth and depth of the news. 

3.2 Expanding the concept of traditional news disseminators 
The spread of news dissemination in the traditional usually is a journalist, editor, commentator, 

host, announcer and other professional journalists, the professional media organizations set up by 
professional threshold makes do not have the professional knowledge and news literacy of ordinary 
people can not act as news communicators. The development of Internet technology to promote 
changes in the mode of information dissemination, network information transmission has the 
characteristics of convenience, easy operation, low threshold, so that ordinary people can also 
participate in the news production and dissemination to a variety of network media platform so that 
ordinary people to the public dissemination of the news and information gathering [11]. The 
traditional news media organizations should provide more views and opinions platform for ordinary 
people, ordinary people to improve the initiative in the dissemination of information in nature; 
guide the general public is more real, more show, in-depth mining of news events, news reports 
revealed the truth. For example, with making professional cooperation, the provision of paid news 
clues, or with the well-known network anchor cooperation and so on, in order to expand the 
influence of news. In addition, to encourage news communicators and audience for different 
opinions and information on the public platform for interaction and communication, to lead to more 
collective thinking, so that the views and opinions more scientific and comprehensive, the general 
news disseminator role into full play. 

3.3 Establishing a sound environment for monitoring the media platform 
Although the news media has many advantages, there still exist some deficiencies. Frequent 

occurrence of news anomie is a very prominent point. Since the media to lower barriers to entry 
makes personal editing, news release information of its authenticity, objectivity cannot keep, 
affecting the quality of media news from the user's personal moral bottom line, media literacy, 
control of the content of news dissemination in the traditional news media platform does not exist, 
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therefore the credibility of the news media needs to be improved, increasing the cost of credit 
spread from the media news virtually. Therefore, in order to establish a sound environment for 
monitoring the media platform, the relevant legislature should act immediately, improve relevant 
laws and regulations, and clean up the environment of Internet public opinion. Such as the 
implementation of the network real name system, in order to standardize the healthy growth of the 
new media. Besides, we must rely on the mainstream media to consolidate and deepen the reform of 
news system, create a good mainstream public opinion environment and create a harmonious 
socialist society. 

4. Conclusions 
In a word, though the news media has a great influence on the news communication of 

traditional media, it also promotes the innovation and development of traditional journalism. 
Traditional media should regard the emergence and development of we-media as an opportunity for 
innovation. We-media and mainstream media are in the background of today's media convergence, 
apart from competing with each other, more cooperation should be sought. Only by mutual benefit 
can they adapt to the trend of the times and spread more and better news for the wide audience. 
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